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REVISED SEASON 3 OUTLINE
1. Rebellion of the Noldor. Funeral of Finwë, debate 

of the Noldor, Fëanor's Oath; Angband: Morgoth
takes over the Orc Project and the raising of 
Thangorodrim

2. The Kinslaying. Valar non-interference. Deaths of 
Olwë and Irimë. Noldor steal the ships and 
escape.

3. Meanwhile in Beleriand. Uinen's storm. Beleriand in 
peacetime. Thingol's court, Círdan's havens, Eöl's
misanthropy. Sindar encounter 
orcs. Angband: Boldog introduced and Sauron 
sent to find Ungoliant.

4. Khazad Ai Menu! First contact between Sindar
and dwarves. Tentative alliance sought. Orc 
skirmish. Angband: Sauron meets Shelob.

5. Safe Haven. Mim ejected from Menegroth and 
construction begins. Angband: Boldog sent south 
under Sauron's command.

6. Distant Cousins. The Green Elves and Ents arrive in 
Beleriand.

7. Doom of Mandos. Return to Noldor in Araman. 
Finarfin turns back Angband: Sauron sends 
werewolves against Havens; Beleriand: Círdan's
people retreat to their ships.

8. Betrayal. Fëanor arrives in Middle Earth. Argument 
with Maedhros. Shipburning. Death of 
Amrod. Valinor: Finarfin is forgiven upon his return. 
Fingolfin (via vision or dream) realizes he's been 
abandoned. Beleriand: Fires seen by 

Círdan. Angband: Fires seen by Gothmog. Sauron 
sets his plan in motion.

9. Dagor-nuin-Giliath. Fëanor's forces mow down the 
orcs and push back Gothmog. South 
Beleriand: Boldog's forces mow down Green Elves. 
Death of Denethor. Green elves and ents retreat 
to Ossiriand. Valinor: Fingolfin sets out on the 
Helcaraxë.

10. Ice Desert. The Crossing of the 
Helcaraxë. Beleriand: Doriath overrun by Shelob's
spiders. Angband: Gothmog retreats, but Fëanor
is surrounded by balrogs near the gates of 
Angband.

11. Spirit of Fire. Death of Fëanor. Sons renew the 
Oath. Valinor: Making of the Sun and Moon. 
Auroras seen on the Helcaraxë. Death of 
Elenwë. Beleriand: Melian emerges from 
Menegroth and creates the Girdle to dispel the 
spiders.

12. Arrivals. Rising of the Moon. Fingolfin arrives from 
the Helcaraxë. Círdan discovers the burnt ships. 
Sauron returns to Angband. Emissary from 
Angband offers to parlay with the Sons of Fëanor. 
Maedhros accepts, despite his brothers' protests.

13. Despair and Hope. Capture of Maedhros. His 
brothers refuse terms for his release. Morgoth nails 
him to the cliff. Fingolfin reaches Mithrim. Rising of 
the Sun. Círdan's messenger reaches Thingol to tell 
him of the arrival of the Noldor.



THE COURT OF THINGOL

• Thingol and Melian in Doriath in peace. Tra-la-la-lally
days of peace.  

• Lúthien is a dancer in the starlit woods.  Do we introduce 
her as a child or as an adult?  Audience should love her 
from first sight.  

• Daeron is the star musician and inventor of runes.
• Beleg and Mablung as roaming hunters.
• What is Celeborn’s role?
• Brian Dimmick suggests:  Thingol's court itself could be 

quite simple; he doesn't need a lot of retainers or 
ceremony surrounding him. As time goes on and he is 
corrupted by pride and the Silmaril, we see him placing 
himself more at the center of Doriath and expecting the 
attention of a court.



THE CULTURE OF DORIATH

• Contrast between the Havens being a town and 
Doriath being widely scattered people.
• They could come together for celebrations/festivals, 

and the Court could move from place to place.
• Leisure time for the arts and feasts as a regular part 

of daily life.  
• How much agriculture are they doing?
• Festival in Nan Elmoth celebrating hunting and 

Oromë?



SSNOP – THE BIG REVEAL!

• Do we see orcs in this episode? Do the elves see them?
• Both the elves and the audience should feel deep unease with 

these creatures.  Horror scene imagery emphasizing their 
wrongness.  

• What is Boldog like?
• ‘A spirit of wrath and violence’ Haerangil
• He doesn’t care about the Gothmog and Sauron rivalry
• He takes orders from Sauron – how well do they work together?

• Morgoth uses a spell of bottomless dread on the 
denizens of Angband?

• How much of the nature of orcs will be revealed in 
Angband, and how much saved for the encounter with 
elves?



EPISODE 3 SUMMARY BY HAAKON
• Beginning with the Noldor and the storm of Uinen. Then shift to Beleriand:
• We visit Círdan, see the life of the Falathrim, their settlements.  A new ship has just been built.

• Establishing Thingol and Melian, and their court. 

• Their traveling court visits Nan Elmoth.  Lúthien dances under the stars in the place where her 
parents met, while Daeron provides the music.  The Sindar celebrate a hunting festival in honor 
of Oromë.  They are interrupted by Eöl (an Avari) and his servants, who claim to have 
established a home there.  Thingol wins the territory dispute, because he’s king.

• Angband scenes – Orc Project, introduce Boldog

• Thingol and Melian discuss the extent of their domain and others who are entering across the 
Ered Luin.  Beleg and Mablung are sent out on scouting missions.  

• The loners - Eöl and Mîm - meet. Eöl’s servants hold Mim down at first, but Mim later tells Eol
about the dwarves in the East and his own secret home that Thingol does not know about.  

• Mablung encounters dwarves for the first time – he sees them from a distance, and some hide 
while others seem cautiously interested. 

• Beleg encounters what he at first takes for a group of elves…but are actually orcs – some ugly 
creatures eating a fresh kill with blood smeared on their faces and hideous voices.  They have 
been engaged in wanton destruction, and flee from him.  



QUESTIONS FOR NEXT TIME

• What do we want to show of dwarf culture? How 
different are the separate dwarf clans?

• What is the relationship between Mim and the rest 
of the dwarves?

• How do the Sindar encounter the dwarves?


